1996 mercury villager knock sensor location

Asked by Wiki User. The knock sensor is in the engine V under the intake manifolds and coolant
crossover pipe. As it requires considerable disassembly and an expensive new gasket set to
reach it, I suggest you make very sure there is something wrong with it first. You will have to
remove the upper and lower intake manifolds and coolant crossover pipe assembly to reach it.
Just because you are receiving a trouble code for it does not mean there is anything wrong with
it. This sensor shares a circuit with other components that often will set a "ghost" trouble code.
It is under the intake manifold. Darn hard to get to and expensive to change. This is an image.
The knock sensor is under the intake manifold, which has to be removed. This should be left to
an experienced mechanic. There's no need to replace knock sensors, and there was never a 3.
Because there is nothing wrong with it. This is a common code that can relate to a number of
components. The knock sensor itself is rarely the problem. The knock sensor alerts you to the
fact that there is an engine vibration that needs attention. Mine has been awaiting replacement
for six months. The knock sensor is located - are you ready for this? Both upper and lower
manifolds must be removed to gain access. It's under the intake manifold. The whole assembly
needs to be removed, it's a complex process. No, because it probably wouldn't work in any
other location. Location of knock sensor GM sierra ? I do also know that the knock sensor is not
cheap either. There are no symptoms. The knock sensor is a passive part that does not do
anything if it's not activated. It's in the center of the block. Engine disassembly needed. The
knock sensor is located in the engine "V" under the upper and lower intake manifolds, and
under the coolant crossover pipe. It requires considerable disassembly to get to. If you have a
code for the knock sensor, be advised that the knock sensor is probably NOT the problem.
Many problems will set the code for the knock sensor because they share part of the circuit.
There are two oxygen sensors, one at the front where the exhaust pipe comes down and turns
toward the back, and one behind the second converter, under the passenger seat. Ask
Question. Car Computers and Sensors. Car Electronics and Lights. Mercury Villager. Check
Engine Light. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related Questions. Location of
knock sensor on a 99 Mercury Villager? Show where the knock sensor located? How do you
install a knock sensor in a mercury villager? Where is the location of knock sensor on Mercury
Villager? What does the knock sensor look like on a mercury villager? How do you change a
knock sensor on a mercury villager? Where is the knock sensor located in the Mercury Villager?
What are some Prices for a knock sensor on a mercury villager? How do you replace a knock
sensor on a mercury villager estate 3. What is the function of a knock sensor on a mercury
villager? Donde esta colocado el knock sensor de la mercury villager ? Why do you still get a
bad code for the knock sensor after you put a new knock sensor on your mercury villager but
still get a bad code from the computer? Will a bad knock sensor make a Mercury Villager stop
running? Wheres is the knock sensor located on a mercury villager? Where is the knock sensor
in a villager? How do you remove the knock sensor from a Mercury Villager? Can knock sensor
on a mercury villager be relocated? Location of knock sensor GMC sierra? Where are the
locations of the crankshaft sensor and knock sensor on a Mercury Villager? What are knock
sensor symptoms? Location right bank knock sensor 5. Diagram for the location of a knock
sensor on a Chevy Tahoe.? Location of knock sensor on Pontiac grand prix? Where is mercury
villager knock sensor located? Where are the knock sensor and O2 sensor located on a Mercury
Villager? Trending Questions Is silence a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. Has a human ever
been mailed via the United States Postal Service? Asked By Annamarie Trantow. Who would
you swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth. How many feet are in seven
minutes? Asked By Wiki User. Why were the English able to defeat the french in early battles
such as the one at crecy? What are the duties of a health prefect? What letter in the Alphabet is
always waiting in order? What number is the opposite of 0. Hottest Questions How did
chickenpox get its name? When did organ music become associated with baseball? Asked By
Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't
libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on
the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott.
Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was
the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter. Previously Viewed Mercury Villager. Where is
knock sensor location? Unanswered Questions What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos?
What happens when heat energy is not properly used and handled? How did Jose rizals parents
raise their children? Moral lesson of tale of pilandok story? What online sites don't ask for cvv?
Does Melissa Fumero smoke? Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All
Rights Reserved. The material on this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted,
cached or otherwise used, except with prior written permission of Multiply. The knock sensor
on the through Mercury Villager 3. It checks for pre-ignition, otherwise known as spark knock. If
it senses spark knock, it sends a signal to the programmable control module PCM , which is the

engine's computer. The knock sensor works by sensing the vibrations in the engine, caused by
spark knock. The pressure caused by vibrations from spark knock is converted to a voltage
signal. This is the signal that the PCM reads. The PCM adjusts the ignition timing and the fuel
timing until it does not sense spark knock. Open the relay box, located near the driver's-side
fender well. Read the underside of the cover to determine which relay is the fuel pump relay.
Pull the fuel pump relay out of the box using the needle-nose pliers. Crank the engine over three
or four times to relieve the fuel pressure. The Villager will not start. Disconnect the negative
battery cable using the appropriate wrench. Place the drain pan under the radiator petcock.
Loosen the petcock and allow the antifreeze mixture to drain into the drain pan. If the drain pan
is clean, you can reuse the antifreeze mixture, unless the mixture is several years old. If the
drain pan is dirty or the antifreeze mixture is several years old, use new antifreeze when you
refill the radiator. Disconnect the air breather tube, the EGR solenoid vent hose and the bypass
air inlet hose from the air cleaner-to-intake manifold hose, using the appropriate sockets.
Loosen the hose clamps on the air cleaner-to-intake manifold hose clamps, using the
appropriate socket, screwdriver or pliers, depending on the type of clamp. Disconnect the air
intake resonator tube from the air cleaner-to-intake manifold hose using the appropriate socket.
Pull the air cleaner-to-intake manifold hose off the engine. Disconnect the two electrical
connectors on the throttle body, then slide the wiring harness from its bracket. Unclamp and
remove the coolant hose from the throttle body. Disconnect the evaporative emission canister
vacuum hose from the intake manifold. Disconnect the EVAP canister-to-throttle body hose.
Remove the vacuum hose from the fuel pressure regulator to the upper intake manifold. Mark
the spark plug wires, so you know where they go when you put the engine back together. Pull
the wires off the spark plugs, then remove the two spark plug wire bracket bolts and the
brackets from the upper intake manifold using the appropriate sockets. Remove the distributor
dust cover using the appropriate socket, then loosen the distributor cap screws using a
screwdriver. Remove the cap and set it aside leave the spark plug wires attached to the cap.
Disconnect the rear heater valve vacuum hose from the upper intake manifold. Remove both
wiring harness bracket bolts and the bracket from the upper intake manifold. Set it out of the
way. Disconnect the speed control actuator on the throttle lever, then disconnect the
accelerator cable from the throttle lever. If the Villager has a speed control actuator, which
would be attached to the bracket, remove it. Remove the accelerator cable from its bracket on
the top of the upper intake manifold. Loosen the locknut on the accelerator cable, then pull the
cable out of its bracket on the top of the upper intake manifold. If the Villager has a speed
control actuator, loosen the locknut, then remove the actuator from its bracket on the top of the
upper intake manifold. Set it aside. Disconnect the brake booster hose from the power brake
booster's check valve. Unplug the fast idle control solenoid electrical connector. Disconnect the
engine's wiring harness clips from the breather tube bracket, then remove the two ground wire
bolts from the upper intake manifold. Move the ground wires and the harness aside, so that it is
not in your way. Unbolt and remove the two left breather tube bracket bolts from the upper
intake manifold. Disconnect the left breather hose from the left valve cover. Remove the bolt
from the fuel tube mounting bracket. Loosen the clamp on the coolant hose for the thermostat
housing on the upper intake manifold. Unplug the wiring harness connector from the EGR
temperature sensor, the connector for the bypass valve, and the idle air control electrical
connector. Pull the PCV hose from the upper intake manifold. Remove the five Allen bolts from
the upper intake manifold--these bolts hold the upper and lower intake manifold together.
Separate the two manifolds, then clean the gasket mating surface of all gasket material. Unplug
the electrical connectors on the six fuel injectors. Pull the right breather hose off the right valve
cover. Loosen the clamps on the crossover breather tube and remove the breather tube and the
bracket from the upper engine front cover. Unbolt the four fuel injection rail bolts. Move the fuel
injector rail and the insulators out of the way. Unplug the engine coolant temperature sensor's
wiring harness connector. Unplug the coolant temperature sending unit wiring harness
connector. Loosen the clamps on the upper radiator hose using the appropriate socket,
screwdriver or pliers. Pull the radiator hose off the intake manifold. Remove the upper radiator
hose bracket using the appropriate socket. Loosen the clamps on the bypass hose on the intake
manifold water outlet, then remove the hose. Unbolt and remove the water outlet from the front
cover. Remove the heater hose from the top heater core pipe. Using the Allen wrench and the
appropriate sequence see picture in References , remove the lower intake manifold bolts.
Remove the four manifold nuts. Remove the lower intake manifold washers, then lift the intake
manifold from the engine. Clean the gasket mating surfaces of all gasket material. Work the
coolant crossover tube back and forth and pull it off the engine. Disconnect the knock sensor's
electrical connector. Unbolt and remove the knock sensor using the appropriate socket. Install
the new sensor and tighten the bolt firmly. Plug the new sensor's electrical connector in.

Reinstall the coolant crossover tube. Lay the new lower intake manifold gaskets on the cylinder
heads, then position the lower intake manifold on the engine. Reinstall the lower intake manifold
washers, then install the bolts and nuts. Using the picture in Reference 1, tighten the bolts and
nuts in sequence to 30 inch-pounds of torque. On the second go-around, tighten the nuts to 18
foot-pounds of torque, then tighten the bolts to 10 foot-pounds of torque. On the third
go-around, tighten the nuts to 18 foot-pounds of torque, then tighten the bolts to 10 foot-pounds
of torque, still following the sequence. Reinstall the components on the lower intake manifold in
reverse order of removal. Place the upper intake gaskets on the lower intake manifold, then set
the upper intake manifold on the gasket. Tighten the five Allen head bolts to 14 foot-pounds of
torque. Reinstall the hoses, plug the sensors in and reinstall the cables on the throttle body.
Adjust the cables as necessary. Tighten the radiator petcock. Refill the cooling system. Plug the
fuel pump relay in. Connect the negative battery cable. Start the Villager and check for leaks.
Cayden Conor has been writing since She has been published on several websites and in the
winter issue of "QECE. She has an Associate of Science paralegal from Manchester Community
College and studied computer science, criminology and education at University of Tampa. Step
1 Open the relay box, located near the driver's-side fender well. Step 2 Place the drain pan
under the radiator petcock. Step 3 Disconnect the air breather tube, the EGR solenoid vent hose
and the bypass air inlet hose from the air cleaner-to-intake manifold hose, using the appropriate
sockets. Step 4 Disconnect the air intake resonator tube from the air cleaner-to-intake manifold
hose using the appropriate socket. Step 5 Disconnect the evaporative emission canister
vacuum hose from the intake manifold. Step 6 Mark the spark plug wires, so you know where
they go when you put the engine back together. Step 7 Remove the distributor dust cover using
the appropriate socket, then loosen the distributor cap screws using a screwdriver. Step 8
Remove the accelerator cable from its bracket on the top of the upper intake manifold. Step 9
Disconnect the brake booster hose from the power brake booster's check valve. Step 10
Disconnect the engine's wiring harness clips from the breather tube bracket, then remove the
two ground wire bolts from the upper intake manifold. Step 11 Unbolt and remove the two left
breather tube bracket bolts from the upper intake manifold. Step 12 Unplug the electrical
connectors on the six fuel injectors. Step 13 Loosen the clamps on the upper radiator hose
using the appropriate socket, screwdriver or pliers. Step 14 Remove the lower intake manifold
washers, then lift the intake manifold from the engine. Step 15 Work the coolant crossover tube
back and forth and pull it off the engine. Step 16 Lay the new lower intake manifold gaskets on
the cylinder heads, then position the lower intake manifold on the engine. It looks like you're
new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Tell everyone about your
buying experience: Write a Dealer Review. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds.
Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says
Pros. October edited June in Mercury. Hello guys I have a 99 Mercury Villager, and I read
hundreds of posts about the knock sensor codes, but still could not get an answer to my
question. Basically, my check engine light is on and I am getting error codes for a bad knock
sebsor. The van is fine when its started, but within minutes you can feel intermittent puffs of
exhaust at the tail pipe. I verified that all the spark plugs and injectors are good. The Hayes
manual says that you can check the knock sensor by finding the KS sub-harness next to the
intake manifold, but the manual only shows diagrams of the KS harness for models up to When
I looked next to the manifold, there is a rectangular harness with several about 40 wires going in
one side and out the other. I am not sure if I am supposed to test the KS using the white white
wire in that harness. Also, would I pierce the back end of the harness with a multipeter probe, or
undo the harness, and connect to one of the ends? Thanks a ton!! October I remember the first
time I took my villager into the pool! LOL, sounds like you need a plumber! My '99 Quest service
manual shows that it's a white wire going into terminal It should read 2. A low or high voltage
from the KC will be sent to the ECM and the book says to check either the harness connectors
for open or shorted circuit or the knock sensor itself. I'll see if I can find my scanner and post
the manual pages on my CarSpace page. A great vehicle other than starting to loose power
going up hills. I just changed fuel filters seems to help some. When accelerating slowly from a
stop the van tends to lurch. I was told to check the catalytic converter. There appears to be the
usual amount of exhaust. Any Suggestions? November Our check engine light is on. It came on
intermittantly then stayed on. Opened gas cap and it went gurgle gurgle gurgle and the light
went out. It came back on yesterday all the same tank of gas and the local service station
checked the codes this am. They want to replace the knock sensor. Should be get a 2nd
opinion? Wow, you could have been reading my mind with your question. Our problems started
when we had the engine changed out after the timing belt broke and trashed the original. I
looked at the manual to see how to change out the sensor, and found that it is a joke. You have
to basicly take apart the top of your engine. To have a shop do it is tremendously expensive due

to the man hours involved I would do it if I knew it would solve the problem. My understanding
is that it probably won"t. Knock sensors themselves are very simple devices, basicly a
microphone that hears the sounds of detonation, and then sends a small voltage to the ECM
and retards the timing Many things can 'set off' the knock sensor, and by the number of posts
on this subject it is likely that we all have good sensors, and bad whatevers I went to 4door.
Thanks for that. I am going to trouble shoot the sensor circuit and see if the resistance and
voltages are OK. I will tell you how this comes out. I will NOT replace the sensor, due to the high
cost, until I know for sure that it is bad. As I have said, I suspect it is something else. These are
supposed to be non-interference engines; can you detail what happened and the mileage when
your belt broke? Maybe we should move this to a timing belt discussion? So, i went to get the
van after deciding that the local shop was in over its head and the light is out and the van drives
fine. Ive got to make a trip to the airport this eve so i'll burn up some gas and see what happens.
From all the advise I have gotten, after extensive research, I have decided that it's a better idea
not to change the knock sensor. Instead switch to premium gas, and have the codes erased.
Also , make sure that all your injectors and plugs are good. You may just have a misfire due to a
bad injector. Since the sole purpose of the knock sensor is to help the engine deal with low
octane gas causing premature detonation, you may be able to get around the issue by using
premium gas. And thanks to all of you I didn't know any of this stuff a few weeks ago. Good luck
I have a Villager. My radiator fan burned up causing some of the wires to melt. A new after
market fan has been installed but since the repair, none of my power windows work. The work
was done by a friend and we're both baffled. There was a previous post about this exact
problem and he never received a response. I'm a rural mail carrier and I have to have working
windows. Any help would be greatly appreciated! Radiator fan and power windows stopped
working by meshhomelife Sep 22, pm Bookmark E-mail Msg The radiator fan blew a fuse and
melted through the lead wires. When I stopped the car because it was getting hot, I couldnt roll
up the windows. I replaced the fuse for the power windows but they still wont roll up. They dont
seem to be connected in any way to the radiator fan motor. Do they possibly share a ground
wire? The fan motor is shot. It costs dollars from autozone. Does anyone think that these two
problems are connected? The fuse for the windows did not blow, so i doubt that it has anything
to do with the motor. The passenger side and driver side wont roll up. Does anyone know
anything about this? The radiator fan looks easy, but does anyone know how to fix the
windows? Claires Chicago area Posts: 1, Hi, evanna, That post doesn't seem to have gotten any
answers. You can try searching the posts here by typing words like "radiator fan", "windows",
or "fuse" in the search box at the top of the group here: NIssan Quest. If you don't see a
discussion here that fits your question, feel free to start a new discussion by clicking the "Add a
Discussion" link in the group here: NIssan Quest. December Anyone have any luck here. I have
watched all the posts and am at the crossroads of doing this myself. Hi, We had a similar issue.
I said no. Meanwhile, the check engine light came and went mostly my blushing bride drives
this car. I got behind the wheel the other day and it felt and sounded like it was not firing on all
cylinders. I checked the leads coming off the distributor and some of them were decidedly
loose. They are a circular cylinder receptacle with a slightly smaller cylinder for the plug. I
spread the plug a tiny bit with needle nose pliers and the connection became better and the
check engine light went out and the engine seems to be firing on all cylinders. Happy Holidays.
Many Thanks. I have replaced cap, rotor, wires, plugs. I bought a code reader and it pops an
occasional P, but no check engine light. I really don't believe the ks is bad itself. January I've
spent some money trying to fix an odd problem with our Villager. We're not sure if the problem
is fixed, simply because the problem doesn't seem to make sense to any of the mechanics who
have worked on the car. I'm hoping someone here can shed some wisdom. Here's the situation:
Family road trip along I I'm getting warm and notice that the blower fan is not working. Naively, I
think to myself that "it's probably a fuse; I'll check when we stop for gas. I press the gas pedal
with the intention of getting back up to highway speed, but I get no response from the gas
pedal. It simply does not respond. The car continues to slow down, but the needle on the
speedometer slowly rises 70 mph is about 1 o'clock on the speedometer -- the needle slowly
"fell" to the maximum speed, at about the 5 o'clock position on the dial. I gradually coast to a
stop and shut everything down. After muttering a few words and eye balling the distance to the
closest exit, I decide to try to start it up again. It starts like a charm; and, everything works. The
blower fan is blowing. The car responds to the gas pedal and moves forward. I then drove the
vehicle to the next town about 45 miles and consulted with a couple of mechanics. After
carefully explaining to me that we were chasing a ghost, they recommended that we replace the
speed sensor. We did replace the speed sensor. And at this point, we've driven the car another
miles or so without incident. But I no longer have confidence in the car. I'm not sure that we
really fixed the problem. What do you all think? Thanks, Dave. June I have a 99 Nissan Quest

with a few issues. The speedo use to bounce all over the place and now it is not working along
with odometer and cruise control. The check engine light is on and the obdII codes come up as
speed sensor and knock sensor. I have seen many others with the same problem on this and
other forums, however I have not come across what the problem is, or the solution. Just
wondering if anyone has come across this as well. I have issue with my engine. I quess the
knock sensor isn't the problem, because it detects that there is an engine issue. When i drive
the car on cruise controle the would pull back and surge forward. Feels really weird. Cannot
figure out what is going on. And this last week i noticed that when the engine is working on
parking it goes from rpm without me doing anything like pressing the gas pedal. Can you help
me figure this out. I am dealing with the same issue on a villager. The speed sensor is bad, but
mine is seized in the casing. I hope you don't have this problem! I am really struggling to get it
out. I am looking for advise on this also. I have been fighting it for 5 hours and making no
progress. I have noticed several peoples post on this now and I was wondering if any one
actually has tried to replace there knock sensor. The reason I am asking, after looking at my
engine, and the Hanes manual, and the images that have been posted on Steves carspace page,
I think that it can easily be replaced with out pulling the intake manifolds the main cost in the
replacement If I am looking at all of the photos correctly, this sensor is located between the top
3 spark plugs, and the lower 3 spark plugs. I am not sure if there was a change in the model just
before the model or not, thus causing the manuals to be incorrect on what is req'd to change it
out. Also I have found a web site that does sell the knock sensor, but it is showing 2 different
ones, the first matches the one in Steves post, the other one matches the one that I think I am
seeing in my van. You might find some more info online using one of the links in the Online
Repair Manuals. Steve, visiting host. July We have a Villager and are having some of the same
problems. Paid 60 to have the codes read and the said O2 Sencor and Knock sencor. We
replaced them as well as the fuel pump,fuel filter, Plugs, plug wires, dist. Cap and we still have
the same problem loss of power going up hill, and it boggs down when you first start off. Please
help I am running out of money and no one knows what to do? August Hi you may wanna check
the ground wire to the onboard computer. I had this same problem with my 98 villager with kms.
Took it to the ford dealer who changed the o2 sensor, still nothing, then a knock sensor, still
nothing, then they got me a rental while they called the ford hotline, they found a loose ground
wire on the computer, works great now.. I posted this under electrical, but I was looking under
this thread and noticed others with speedo, etc. I haven't checked to see if the cruise goes out
yet. There's a gas mileage indicator on the left side that will show, mpg, average mpg, miles left
in tank, temperature, etc. Anyhow, the numbers go all haywire. The outside temp is okay. When I
turn the vehicle off, start it up again, it's okay and registers correctly for a few miles and the
indicator on the left shows the numbers correctly and is racking up the average mpg. Then it
wacks out again. After I turn it off and put the key in the accessory position, nothing lights up. Is
this all electrical, or can it be from a bad tranny sensor? This all happened when I left it at a
Ford dealers on consignment. I picked it up, started to drive it home, and the above happened.
HELP, please. Thank you. Hi, any advice on when 99 Mercury villager timing belt needs to be
changed? I have a '99 Quest which is supposed to be a twin of yours. Ford says ,, for your
Villager. Hello all, I have a Villager with K on it. The van has been running fine until two days
ago. I went out to start it and it spits, sputters, backfires and dies. Let me explain more. I turn
the ignition key on and can here the fuel pump run for around 5 seconds normal. I start the
engine and it idles perfectly for about 5 to 8 seconds. It then starts to die off. Pressing the gas
pedal only causes it to rev slightly and then it starts to spit and sputter and backfire and dies. If
I start it and hold the gas pedal down it will rev up and then the rpms just drop off no matter
how far I hold the pedal down. My brother-in-law-to-be came over and we pulled the knock
sensor code by way of the flashing check engine code. The check engine light never came on
before this happened After getting a Haynes book and following the testing procedure of
tapping on the manifold and testing voltage change, it seems to be working but I cannot get and
Ohm reading on it???? Fuel pump replaced less than a year ago. I calls for continuity between
terminal A and B and no continuity between A and C. D geese, Did you ever figure this one out. I
have a 95 murcury villager with a similar problem. The van runs great for minutes, then when it
is warm has no power, barely runs The problem started after I needed to jupstart the van, and
then replace the battery. I have verified the following FUel pump and delivery is good. Checked
the Spark at each plug,,,, all good, even when its running bad. Still can be a timing problem.
Eliminated the catalytic converter, Thought the TPS was faulting took it off measured all of that,
all checks ok, but on the van the voltage measurements don't match the Haynes book. So this
might get replaced. I get the opposite results of what the Hayes manual says too. Attach the
negative probe to to teminal A and the positive terminal to C and I get a reading Reverse the
leads on last test and I do not get a reading, So i think there is some type of diode, that is in

there that makes a difference in what terminal you probe with your meter neg or pos. Since my
measurements did not match the Hayes book, I was pretty sure that this power transitor was
failing. So I plan on getting a new one. But when I see that you question the Haynes book. I
wonder if it is even bad. I guess when I get it I will carefully measure the new one and compare it
to the old The Hayes book might not be correct?? I saw another dicussion around grounding of
the PCM May try that this weekend. Hi Graham Let me try to help you out. I have a 98 mer
villager. I have spent thousands trying to fix this very same problem. Have a reputable mechanic
or friend with automitive skills pull out your distuber. You will probably find Debri build up on
your photo eye sensor on your distibutor. Just clean it up well and re-insert. And give it a good
drive and see if that helps. Also remove your battey and replace your negative battey cable as it
sits on the cable underneath and corossion builds up on it giving your cable "High Resistance".
Hope this helps. E Thanks for the response, I think this is my last effort to fix this problem. I do
most of my own mechanical work and was not afraid to look into the insides of this distributor, I
may not have dug deep enough, because the insides of what I saw were very clean, I got as
deep as seeing the timing wheel with the slots in it and wiped it with a tissue. As I mentioned in
my previous note. There are no codes being stored in the computer. I suspected the Ignition
module because my resistance measurements did not match the Haynes book reference. The
book is wrong. I have all of the measurements written down from the new module if anyone
needs a reference.. So I went out and bought a new ignition module Before I put it in I did the
same exact resistance measurement on the new module. The new module measured very close
to the old one, I put it in anyway and restarted the van It runs great until the engine
compartment reaches operating temperature. I had a small can of freeze spray and began to
spray individual modules to try to isolate this problem. Well I ran out of spray. So I was getting
pretty frustrated and grabbed the garden hose.. Now I do not recommend spraying a hot engine
with a garden hose, I did manage to trickle cold water over individual parts. Luckily I started
right at the distributor. I already had new wires, rotor and Cap, so I was not to worried about
getting water on them. I removed the plastic dust cover from the distributor, While the van was
running, trickled cold water, very slowly over the distibutor and kept teting the throttle, When
warm it would idle ok but would not run smoothly over rpm.. I cooled the distributor until I could
feel that the aluminum base was cold to the touch. When in that state the van runs perfectly. I
allowed it to warm up again and verified this at least 6 times. So in a round about way I think I
have determined that this distributor needs replacing. I am glad others have shared their
experiences on these forums. I have learned a lot about this van. My regular mechanic did not
have the scan tools and told me he did not want to work on it. I I think if I get this running I have
saved a lot of money. I will let everyone know how I make out once I get the new part Thanks for
your interest. The symptoms your discribing is the exact same thing my van was doing. I have ,
kms on it. I have spent thousands from incompentant automotive techs from Canadian Wheel to
fixorrepairdaily dealer. Took it back again and they said it was High Resistance on neg battery
cable. Well after changing that it still wasnt right. Had to have it towed to a Nissan dealer which i
should have done in the first place they said it was the distributor and it was just filth build up
on it. They said it may happen again but i may get another year or two out of it. My symptoms
were Been one expensive lesson. Your comments here make me feel pretty good that the
replacement distributor is going to fix the problem, The van is going to end up being my kids
vehicle.. I should be getting the new distributor next week. If this does solve the problem, I will
post a very detailed description of all of the steps I took to determine and fix this problem.
Hopefully our comments here can save the next person a lot of trouble. I did read another forum
that warned me of going to a FORD dealership Nissan dealership was strongly suggested. If this
does not fix the problem, you will see may 95 Mercury Villager :lemon: parts for sale Including a
new distributor and ignition module. If this solves my problem all I have left is to replace the 2
rear brake lines I will let you know as soon as I get the new parts installed. Thanks for sharing
the infomation. E, I finally got the new "Rebuilt" distributor, and that solved all of my problems. I
will write up a detailed description of what I did and how I verified the bad distributor, by cooling
it with water. I also want to point out that there may be a mistake in the Haynes Manual around
the resistance measurement of the ignition module. I will get all of my facts straight and post it
in a new thread. Thanks for participating in this forum My CEL has been on for the past 6
months. The codes returned were for the knock sensor and O2 sensor. I had the knock sensor
and both front and rear O2 sensors replaced; the light came back on. Now the code that comes
up is P and an online search tells me this a "Closed Loop", but I can't find any more information
than that. Any explanation of what this means and what it is going to set me back would be
greatly appreciated. Pull off your distibutor. And clean off the photo sensor on the distribor and
re-install. Then disconnect the battery cables for half an hour and clean them and re-attach. See
if this clears your mysterious codes. It says that it is a sensor problem. Perhaps it may be the

coolant temp sensor? I realize this is an old message, but was it dirt debri on your photo eyes
on the distributor? I had this very same problem. Any Mercury villager owners pass the , km
landmark? Before I would change out the alternator, Get the van running and check the charge
voltage out of the alternator. If it is volts, the alternator is good. Double check all of the
connections at the battery and starter make sure they are clean and tight. Don't rule out a faulty
new battery, I just helped a friend with a similar problem, he was going to change out the starter
If you have access to a different battery its worth a try to swap it out. If this is going dead over
night, check to make sure there are no lights staying on, I had a glove box light that would draw
a battery dead in 1 day If you do have to get to the alternator, I think My 95 was located behind a
plastic cover behind the passenger front tire. You will have to jack it up, put it on Jack stands,
maybe remove the passenger tire then take the plastic cover off, From what I remember its not
to bad to get to once you get under there. I have a 93 Villager with , KM on it , miles it runs and
rides very well! Sweet - did you ever have exhaust manifold bolt issues? My '99 is idling along
at , miles. Cool- my 98 is closing in on , kms. Runs well but has the usual maintenace issues,
ball joints, motor mounts, tie rods , daytime running light issues and so forth. I have a 95
Villager and when it rains Any help????? March I have pulled the knock sensor sub-harness
and have checked volts at the connection. I have 3. I have checked the EGR by putting my
fingers on the diaphram and moving the throttle up over rpm and I cannot for the life of me feel
any movement. I pulled the upper vacuum hose on the EGR and checked for any vacuum and I
cannot feel a thing. I haven't voyaged down to the O2 but I am wondering if it is possible that my
Knock sensor is the issue and has caused my other problems. I have had this light on for a
while now and the times I have had it read and cleared for NYS inspections that was the only
code present. Today when I read it I had all three. Any suggestionsthat someone may have
would be great!!!! Thanks to anyone that can give me an Idea. Oh I have NO driveability
problems whatsoever!!!!!! Before you do that may i suggest checking your distributor. I spent
the money changing my knock sensor, as well as 3, thousand dollars for other things too. My 98
vehicle was bucking and sputtering when warm , ford changed my knock sensor and made no
differance. I towed it to the nissan dealer, did a diagnostic and took off the distributor and
cleaned off the photo sensor on it, works great now and no codes. How does the Van run when
cold and then hot I had some problems that would only effect the perfomance when the van was
up to running temperature. I had no codes being set on the computer.. My problem ended up
being the distributor. I had replied to other forums that detailed all of the trouble shooting I did
in hopes of saving someone else some money Let me know, and I can repost the entire thing.
The van runs very well, no driveability issues, when its cold or hot. I think I may have found my
problem though. It will in the beginning throw a Knock code due to backpressure in the
emission system, Then as the hose corrodes more the Egr code will come on, then after a
period of time of running rich it will post the O2 code. He usually doesn't see the O2 code
though. That steel line maybe 6 inches long then connects the the EGR. I picked up that hose at
a parts store in the "HELP" section. It has also stopped running rich!!! As for the knock sensor,
It is measuring 3. When I tap on the intake it will jump up to 3. I almost think that the knock
sensor was at its maximum range that is why I wouldn't see any flucuation previously. I couldn't
even see the hose at all until this guy told me where to look. Thank God!!!!!! Hopefully this is it
Thank You for replying I really appreciate your time and input!!!!!!!!!! Hey this is good
information. I think it is worth time time to check this hose just as a preventative maintenance.
April I am posting this in case it could help someone else. We have a '95 Villager with K miles. It
has been running very well. We had to get it inspected for our new state registration. My
husband powerwashed under the hood. Yes, he got it very clean, and we passed. But the next
day, the check engine light started coming on. It only came on when I came to a stop or slowed
down let off the accelerator, downshifting or, as time progressed, climbed a hill. Our first guess
was that something was still wet from the washing. Everyone told us to just drive it, that it
would dry off with time and use. At first, it seemed as if it was improving. But in a matter of 3 or
4 days, it had progressively gotten worse. It idled evenly wasn't missing , started up just fine,
and shut off fine too. But once I started driving it, all bets were off. At the height of the trouble,
once it was in gear, as I drove down the road, it basically would jump forward over and over as I
limped down the road. It would shift very badly, if at all. This came across as the tachometer
racing upwards when I gave it gas. Then it would jump or slam into the next gear. I couldn't get
it up over 45 mph without even greater shaking and balking. Our mechanic went over every part.
He ran the codes on it and first got a knock sensor reading. He kept getting that error code. We
began to research that sensor malfunction and were not happy with what we found. We knew
that since it would be expensive to replace what might not turn out to be the solution, we had to
keep looking. This might be the end of our family van. But as it turned out, the knock sensor
wasn't malfunctioning, it was screaming that there was another problem. One thing our

mechanic did was check the computer for shorts. In doing this, he unplugged it. When he
hooked it up again, he ran codes again. Exasperated, I contacted Nissan. I needed to know what
we were dealing with. A very experienced tech said that the knock sensor itself will not cause
the check engine light to come on. He said that all our symptoms could be explained by the
malfunction of our TPS sensor, including the weird fact that when the engine was warm and in
Park, it would idle low normal and then idle higher like a cold carburetor from the old vehicles
we used to own for no reason. It never did that before all this. Evidently, the TPS allows the
engine and transmission to talk with each other and the computer. He very patiently explained
everything, and it all made sense. When the TPS code first came up, our mech
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anic unhooked the lead to the TPS and drove it, trying to rule it out like he had done with the
other parts in question. But our handy dandy Nissan tech said it was and to replace the entire
wiring harness and sensor. Since he had only disconnected one, that was why the problem
didn't disappear when he thought he had completely disconnected it. So now our van actually
runs better than it did even before my husband washed the engine we now know how to do it
better. Looking back, I can tell that this sensor, which somehow tragically failed when it was
washed, wasn't working up to par for at least the past 6 months. It shifts SO smoothly now. It
shifted OK before but had an annoying bump as it went from 1st to 2nd and 2nd to 3rd. Now, it's
smooth all around. We didn't need to replace the wiring harness, but would if it gives us more
trouble down the road. I wonder how many people have their transmission serviced or replaced
when they only need a new sensor. Sign In or Register to comment.

